Buffalo Creek Gun Club, Inc.
.22 LR Rimfire Benchrest (RFBR) Matches
Welcome to BCGC’s RFBR .22 LR Rimfire Benchrest shooting competition.
The matches are open to the public. Club membership not required.
Five shooting classes: Squirrel Rifle, Sporter Bolt Rifle, Limited Rifle, Unlimited Non-Bolt Rifle,
Unlimited Rifle. Each have specific requirements. Refer to the website for rifle class specifics.
2022 Match Dates
May 10 - June 14 Match & Clinic- July 12 - August 9 - September 13, Teddy Roosevelt Match
October 4 Awards, Mini-Clinic, 100 yard match
CHECK THE CLUB’S WEBSITE (bcgc.com) FOR ANY CHANGES TO THIS SCHEDULE
Match Fees
$10.00 BCGC member

$20.00 Public non-member

The match fee of $10.00 or $20.00 entitles a competitor to shoot two rifle classes per match.
Additional rifle class(s) to be shot on same match day, requires another payment of
$10.00 BCGC member or $20.00 Public non-member.
Match fees are to be paid with a credit card using Member Planet found on website, bcgc.com
Relay and bench numbers are assigned after receiving notification of payment.
(If the use of Member Planet is not possible, please call a Match Director)
The public non-member fee is ONLY for the match. For any additional shooting activities, the
normal Adult/Family Day Pass fee(s) as set by the BCGC Board will apply.
IBS Rimfire 50 Yard Target
RFBR competitors will shoot a two stage (20 minutes each) match using the IBS Rimfire 50 Yard
Target. The IBS target has 4 sighting in bullseyes at the top and 25 bulls below for record.
During the timed stage, competitors will place one shot in each of the 25 bulls, and have the
option to use the sight in bulls at the top for unlimited sighters during the stage.
Range Accommodations
The range has 13, 50 yard shooting positions. Depending on the number of competitors
attending a match, a second relay or third will be begin immediately after the competitors have
completed all their shots for record. Under normal shooting conditions, 13 shooting positions
will be available, however, should there be an unusual situation occur such as a health
pandemic, shooting positions will be reduced to the 7 odd number benches 1,3,5,7,9,11,13.

Match Schedule
8:00 AM
Match specific range safety/protocol will be stated. A jury of 3 shooters will be appointed.
Competitors prepare their assigned bench for the first relay.
Match
The match begins when all competitors are ready. A 15 minute delay may be called to allow for
any competitor who is not present for their relay.
A ten minute sighting session will precede each match, the first of two stages (20 minutes each)
will follow.
A time for competitors to clean their rifles is permitted between stages after a Cold Range is
called.
Upon completion of the match and after final scores are tallied, the top 3 highest scoring rifles
in the Squirrel Rifle Class, Sporter Bolt Class and Limited Class are subject to inspection by the
jury. Should the jury find any violation of rifle class requirements, the rifle and match scores will
be disqualified.
A 15 minute protest period begins after all targets are scored and posted. Any shooter may call
for a protest related to their target(s) only. The shooter shall not use any measuring/scoring
device on their target(s) before/during their called protest. The jury will review, evaluate the
protest and render a final decision.
Equipment
Any rifle chambered for the .22 LR cartridge having iron sights or scope is permitted.
(Refer to the Shooting Classes for specific class requirements)
Eye and ear protection, rests / bi-pods appropriate for the shooting class, empty chamber
indicator (ECI), spotting scope, binoculars or rifle/pistol scope capable of seeing .22 LR rimfire
holes at 50 yards. The use of wind flags are permitted and recommended.
Match Co-Directors
John “jp” Perizzolo 303-838-9618 Del Befus 303-915-2064

